From the Principal – Colin Dobson

I would like to take this opportunity to thank the school community for the way they supported this year’s Carnival. The Carnival has only been running for six years and in its early days there were only a handful of people responsible for the planning and running of the Carnival. This year we had over 195 volunteers and a dynamic Carnival committee.

Although the weather was a little grey and overcast, the atmosphere on Carnival Day was quite the opposite. The Mount View PS Carnival had a real vibrancy and energy to it and the children’s faces captured the spirit of the event.

I would like to express my sincere gratitude to the Carnival committee for their outstanding and meticulous planning of the day and for the positivity and commitment they gave to this community event.

Once again, thank you to all the parents who volunteered at this year’s Carnival. Your contribution assisted the entire school community and the Mount View community spirit was so evident.